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Ab~tract If [ut} is a strongly continuous one parameter group 
of unitaries on a Hilbert space }t , there is a unigue selfadjoint 
operator h on ~ , the infinitesimal generator, such that ut = 

exp i th for all t E JR • The operator b. = exp h , defined by 
spectral theory, is positive self-adjoint. Roughly speaking, b. 

is the analytic continuation of ut to the point z =- i • 

Ln the case of a strongly continuous one parameter group of iso
metries on a Banach space one still has an infinitesimal generator. 
Recently also the analogue of b. has been defined and is called 
the analytic generator [2]. Implicitly this operator has played 
an important role in the Tomita-Takesaki theory for von Neumann 
algebras [12,14,15,16]. 

The spectrum of the infinitesimal generator is always real and 
one vrould expect, as in the case of unitaries, that the spectrum 
of the analytic generator would always be positive. After all, 
intuitively speaking, the analytic generator is the exponential 
of the infinitesimal generator. In this paper we give an example 
to show that even in fairly normal cases this is not true in gene-· 
ral. In our example the whole complex plane is in the spectrum. 
vle apply this result to obtain an example of two unbounded opera
tors, both of which have positive spectrum, but such that the 
Banach space tensor product with respect to a certain cross--non:a 
also has the whole complex plane in its spectrum. 
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"1 •• Tl]&__anal;y:tic ge:q_~rator 

Let 1t be a Hilbert space. By (B (d1'.) we will denote the set of 

all bounded linear operators in d£. • It is well known that 11.> (~) 

is the J:ual of a Banach space which is uniquely determined up to 

isometric isomorphism. It is called the predual of oa ( ;;w.) and 

it can be identified with the Banach space of all trace class ope-

rators in * . The a-weak topology on (}?, ('J.Q..) is the weak topo

logy induced by ·the predual, i.e. the w*-topology on CP.. ("<It) as 

a dual space, [3,8], 

Let (ut , t E JR} be a strongly continuous one-parameter group of 

uni taries on de • For any t E JR 1·re define a linear operator at 

on ()?, (<'t) by 

Clearly every at is isometric and a-weakly continuous. More

over (at, t E JR} is a one-parameter group of isometries and it is 

a-weru~ly continuous in the sense that for all x E ~(~) the map 

is continuous with respect to the a--weruc topology on 113 (~) • 

For such groups one can define an "analytic generator" as follows 

[2]. 

"1."1 Definition The analytic generator of the group (at , t E JR} 

is an operator A on @ (~) 1vhose domain J:) (A) consist of 

all elements x E {/?:,(~) for which there is an operator valued 

complex function F 
X 

defined on the strip - "1 < Im z < 0 , 

bounded and continuous on this strip, analytic in the interior, 
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and such that 

for all t E JR • 

Of course (P-, (~) is considered here with its cr-weak topology. 

Remark that such a function must be unique, because if there 

were two such functions, having the same value on JR , the 

difference would vanish on JR , one could use the reflection 

principle and obtain a function defined and analytic for 

- 1 < Im z < 1 and zero for Im z = 0 • Such a function must 

be zero. 

Therefore given x E dJ(A) one can define A(x) by 

A(x) = F (-i) • 
X 

It is immediately clear that .;!) (A) is a linear space and 

that A is linear on J) (A) 

Roughly sperucing the analytic generator A is the analytic exten-

sion of a.t to the point z = - i • This is easily seen in the 

follov1ing examples. 

1.2 _Exampl~. In the definition of A we have not used the ex~ 

plicit form of the a.t ' vle could as 1·1ell have taken the unitary 

group (ut} on d{> itself, with the norm topology, to obtain 

an operator v1hich \'Je will denote by b • It is not hard to 

verify that in this case b = exp h where h is the infinite

simal generator of (ut} in the sense that ut = exp ith for 

all t E JR • In p.;J.rticular 

adjoint operator on Je. and 

is a positive non-singular self

= bit for all t E JR • 

In the case where the infinitesimal generator h of (ut} is 
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bounded it is clear that ut has an analytic extension to all 

of C , namely exp izh • But then (])(A) = iP.> ("£) and for 

any x E IJ3, ('"£) we will have 

Fx(z) = e-izhx eizh 

t A( ) -·h h -1 so tha x = e x e = t:. x t:. , 

Cioranescu and Zsido [2] have proved that the operator A is cr

vreakly closed and that its domain is cr-weakly dense (in fact in a 

Nuch more general situation). In this particular case the CY·->veak 

density of OO(A) c~n easily be obtained from spectral theory 
. 

(see also section 3). The closedness of A is more difficul·t to 

obtain, however the weaker condition that A is closed in the norm 

topology on @ (~) follmvs in an easy way from the maximum modu

lus principle for the strip. The proof of this fact is the easy 

part in Cioranescu 1 s and Zsido 1 s proof of the cr-v;eakly closedness 

of A , He include it here for completeness, 

1.3 Proposition The operator A is closed in the norm topology 

on O:S (~) , 

Proof Let 

operators in 

(xn} be a sequence in 

03 (~) such that 

i) 

ii) 

X __. X 
n 

A(x ) .., y 
n 

both in the norm topology. 

JJ(A), and 

1'hen with the notations of 1.1 we have 

X and y 

On the other hand, from the uniqueness of the analytic extension, 

it is easy to see that a E ;b(A) implies at(a) E o0(A) for 
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all t E JR and 

Then 

From the maximum modulus principle for the strip [7] it now 

follows that 

IIFxn (z)- FXW (z)ll < max (lixn ·- xmll , I!A(xn)- A(xm)ll} • 

for all z in the strip S = (zEVj Imz E[-'1,0]}. 

So, from the assumptions on xn, the functions Fxn form a 

cauchy sequence uniformly on this strip S and therefore con-· 

verge uniformly to a function F Cl.efined and bounded on S • 

Clearly F will also be continuous on and analytic inside the 

strip with respect to the a-weak topology since F is the 

uniform limit in the norm topology of such functions and the 

norm topology is stronger than the a-weak topology. 

Now as F(t) =limF (t) =limo;t(xn) = o;t(x) we have that 
xn 

x E J::J(A) and F = F • Finally A(x) = F(-i) =limF (-i) = 
x xn 

This proves that A is closed in the norm topology on (8(~) • 
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3~The spectrum of the analytic generator 

For the examples 1.2 it is very easy to locate the spectrum of 

the analytic generator. In the case of the unitary group (ut} 

the analytic generator /':, is positive selfadjoint and therefore 

its spectrum o(n) is contained in JR-1-
• 

In the second example one can show that a(A) = o(n-1 )o(n); from 

spectral theory it is not difficult to obtain that at least 

o(A) ~ o(n-1 )o(n) • To obtain the other inclusion one can argue 

as follows. We define two operators A1 and A2 on d?>(JQ.) by 

A
0

(x) = xn 
c__ ' 

then A = A1 ·A2 while A1 and A2 commute. Then we knovr that 

o(A) ~ a(A1 ).a(A2 ) • Now one can easily verify that a(A1 ) = a(A-1 ) 

and a(A2 ) = a(A) • 

Thus one might expect that a (A) ,:: JR+ in general, after all 

roughly speaking A is the exponential of the infinitesimal gene-

rator vrhich always has real spectrum as we are working with iso-· 

metries. 

l:le \·rill now proceed to show that in general one will not have that 

In fact in our example a(A) = V • All this is close-

ly related to a_ counterexample in [ 16] where the question of the 

spectrum came up. 

vle will deal with a very specific example. 

2._:L Notation Let ~ be the Hilbert space £2 (JR) of (equiva-

lence classes of) square integrable functions on JR vrith respect 

to Lebesque measure. For the group of unitaries -vre >vill talce 
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the translations. So 

(uts)(s) = s(s-t) 

where s E ~(n) and s,t E JR • 

It is 1vell lmown that the ( ut J defined in this wa:y form a 

strongly continuous one-parameter group of unitaries on dR • 

Now we are going to determine certain operators in the domain 

Jj(A) of the analytic generator of the group (at) associated to 

the group (utJ as in section 1. 

For any g E oC.=(JR) , the bounded measurable functions on JR , 

there is a bounded operator Mg in @ (£) such that 

(Mgs)(s) = g(s)s(s) 

vrhere s E .£2 (JR) and s E JR • Moreover liM gil = !lg\b:, where 

\\g\b:, is the essential supremum of g • 

vle vrill now give a sufficient condition for an operator of the 

form with to be in the domain JJ(A) of A • 

2.2 Lemma Let g : JR _. C be bounded and continuous, and sup-

pose that 
~ 

g has a. bounded and continuous extension g to the 

strip s = (zEIDIImzE [-1,0]) l'lhich is analytic inside s, 
then Mg E J:J (A) and 

A(Mg) = 1'1 -i g 

for t E JR • 

Proof For each z E S let gz denote the function defined 

by 

for all t E JR • 
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Then define F(z) = Mgz • This is possible because every gz 

is bounded since 
~ g is bounded on S • 

He claim that F(t) = o:.t (Mg) • Indeed 

( o:.t (r1g);;;) ( s) = ( ut Mg ut s ) ( s) = 

= g(s+t) (ut s) (s+t) 

= g(s+t)s(s) 

= gt(s)s(s) 

= (MgtO(s) 

where s E J:-2(JR) and t, s E JR • 

So o:.t(Mg) = Mgt = F(t) • 

(Mg ut S)(s+t) 

Next IIF(z)\\ = liM zll = llgz\b which is uniformly bounded in 
g 

z E S as g was assumed to be bounded on S • 

Clearly F(-i) = N . So it suffices to proof that 
g-J. 

F is 

continuous on S and analytic inside S • 

Since the a-weak and >'leak topology coincide on bounded sets 

[3,8] it is sufficient to show that for any pair s1 ,s2 E ~(JR) 

the function 
+= 

z E s .... (F(z)s1 ,s2> = J g(t+z)s1(t)s2(t)dt 

-= 
is continuous and that it is analytic inside S • 

The continuity follows from the continuity of 
~ 

g , the bounded-

ness of g and the dominated convergence theorem. The analy"-

ticity can be proved from Fubini's theorem and Norera's theorem. 
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A · th' o(') -- JR+ s ~n ~s case ,_. it is not so hard to shov/ that 

o(A) => JR+ • In fact using the previous lemma one can aasily see 

that JR+ :=; P o(A) 1vhere Po(A) is the pointspectrum of A • 

However we prove more : 

2.3 Le~ Po(A) "' JR+. 

Proof. Define a function g(t) = exp(iAt) for A fixed in JR 

and t E JR • Then clearly g satisfies the conditions of the 

previous lemma and g(z) = exp iAz Then 

g-i(t) ~( ) A ( ) = g t-i = e g t 

and therefore 

A A(r1g) = M . = e M 
-~ g g 

showing that JR+ c Po(A) • 

To prove the converse inclusion truce A E ~ and assume the 

existence of x E J)(A) such that x f 0 and A(x) "' Ax • 

If A "' 0 this vrould imply Fx(t-i) = 0 for all t E JR which 

again by Schwartz reflection principle would yield F "' 0 and 
X 

X = 0 • 

So A f 0 and. 1·re may put A = exp(a+bi) vrith a,b E JR • 

Define . G(z) "' exp(--iaz) • Fx(z) for z in the strip S • 

Then G(t·-i) "' exp(--iat) exp(-a) exP(a+bi)J!' (t) .. X 

= exp(bi) G(t) • 

Clearly 1\G(z)ll <max {1,exp(-aimz)} !IF(z)\1 so that also G 
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is uniformly bounded on the strip S • 

Then using the relation G(t-i) = e:xp(bi) G(t) the function G 

can be extended periodically, "twisted" 'IJi th the factor e:xp bi , 

to a function analytic over V and still bounded as I e:xp bi [ = '1. 

Then it has bo be constant so that either G is identically 

zero, or e:xp bi = '1 and A. = e:xp a E Jit+ • Hov1ever G = 0 

vmuld imply l!' = 0 and x = 0 1vhich is a contradiction. This 

proves the lemma. 

2. 4:.__ Remarks From the proof of the lemma 1ve see that if A(x) = 

(e:xpa)x vJith xI 0, then x = Fx(O) = e:xp(-·iat)Fx(t) = 

e:xp( -iat )o;t (x) so that 

at(x) = e:xp(iat)x 

which was to be e:xpected. 

The fact that Pcr(A) c JR+ was implicitly used in ['14-,'15] 

The more difficult part however is to sh01'l that also C '- ( 0 ,=) 

;::: cr(A) • To do this we first define an analytic branch of the log 

function. 

Define log z = ln I z [ + i arg z where J arg z j < n • So ·(;his ftmc

t;ion is defined and analytic except for z negative real. Fix 

o; E V and take 0 < ('; < '1 • Then define functions by 

ge(z) = -log(z-i) + log(z-ie)- a log (z+i+ie) +a log (z-r-2i) ... 

These functions are defined and analytic for - e - '1 < Im z < e • 

Denote the restriction of to 
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2.5 Lemma The functions ge are bounded on lli and satisfy 

the conditions of lemma 2.2, so that !"' E J)(A) • 
ge 

Moreover IIA(l"l ) + o.l"l II remains bounded as 
ge ge 

e ... 0 while 

IIMgE: II ... CD • 

In particular - o. E a(A) • 

Proof, To show that ge satisfies the conditions of lemma 2.2 

we have to verify that ge is uniformly bounded on the strip 

S = {z E C jIm z E [-1 ,0]} • 

Now lge(z) I .:::_ llnjzz-_i
1
e II+ jo.j lln[z~~~te I I+ 2rr(1+jo.[) 

and if no~r Im z E [-1 ,0] this function remains bounded at in-· 

finity. (This is the reason why we had to add the additional 

terms without the e ) • 

Then ge(t-·i) + o.ge(t) = -log(t-2i) + log(t-i-ie) 

-a. log(t,-i) +O.log(t-ie) 

So 

- o. log(t+iE:) +O.log(t+i) 

- o.2log(t+i+ie) +0.2 log(t:-2i) 

< Ci+-¥)ln 2 t
2

+4· 2 +2rr(1+la!} 
t +( 1·:-e) 

< ( 1 + j o.l 2 ) ln 2 + 2rr ( 1 + [ o. !) 2 

If we call this last; number N then \ve have that 

IIA(J.Vl ) +a J.Vl II < N for all 0 < e < 1 
ge ge -

\'lhile on the other hand 

2 2 
I ge ( t) [ ~ ; ln .t2 +~ - [ o.lln ( 2 t +lJ· ::2) - ( 1 +I a. I )2TT • 

~ +E: t ,·(1+E:) 

and llgelloo > jln e I - [ajln 2 - 2rr(1-: ja\) 
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so that 

This completes the proof. 

So we have obtained the following result. 

2.6 Theorem ~-lith the notations 2.1 and definitions 1.1 we 

have cr(A) = I[) vThile Pcr(A) = JR+ • 

Rem_<'lrk. In a forthcoming paper it will be shown by Zsido that in 

general either cr(A) = C or cr(A) ~ JR+, he vTill also give other 

examples for vrhich cr(A) =I[) [17]. 'vle vrould like to thank Prof. 

Zsido for discussions concerning this material. 

3. The ten~or product.~ 

The previous example can be used to shovr that even under nice situ

ations the tensor product of two operators with positive spectrum 

can have the whole complex plane in its spectrum. 

Let X and Y be tvm Banach spaces, and let A and B be two 

bounded linear operators on X and Y respectively. If X ® Y 

is the completion of the algebraic tensor product of X and Y 

with respect to some uniform crossnorm, there is a unique bounded 

linear operator A ® B on X ® Y such that (A® B) (x ® y) = 

Ax ® By for all x E X and y E Y • Moreover !lA ® B!l = II All liB II • 
[9] 

To find the spectrum A ® B one considers A® B = (A® 1) ( 1 ®B) 

vrhere 1 denotes the identity operator both on X and Y, and 

since one can show that cr(A®1) = cr(A) and cr(1®B) = cr(B), it 
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follov/S from the fact that A 0 1 and 1 0 B commute that 

a(A0B) :;: a(A) a(B) , 

In fact Brmm & Pearcy [ 1] have proved equality when X and Y 

are Hilbert spaces, and X 0 Y the Hilbert space tensor product, 

vThile Schecter [11] has extended this result to Banach spaces and 

any uniform rea.sonable cross norm. See also [5]. 

In the unbounded case the situation is quite different. It has 

been considered by Ichinose [5] and by Simon and Reed [6]. As was 

remarked by Ichinose, in general it is not to be expected that 

a(A 0 B) = a(A) a(B) because the product of two closed sets need 

not be closed. Tru'e his example with a(A) = N and a(B) = 
f -1 J-~n ,n EN HO that a(A) cr(B) = ~+ which is not closed. Then 

one might expect that cr(A0B) = a(A:) a(B)' • In the same paper 

hmvever an example is given of tvTO operators A and B such that 

cr(A) = {0} and a(B) = N vThile cr(A0 B) = C • 

In Ichinoses example A and B are operators on Hilbert spaces, 

B selfadjoint but A nilpotent. To prove that cr(A 0 B) = IV he 

uses a result due to Taylor on operators with non-empty resolvent 

set, [13]. We will now give an other example based on our previous 

results. 

Therefore let (Y(. be a Hilbert space, and {ut} a strongly con

tinuous one parameter group of unitaries. Let 6 be the unique 

non-singular positive self-adjoint operator on ~ such that 
it 6 = ut for all t E JR • 

l 
Denote by dR the conjugate Hilbert space of ~ , i.e. the set 

lvith addition as in ~ but new scalar multiplication e.ud scalar 
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product defined as 

(t..,s)EIVxdQ 

(s,rt) E ;}\'X "JR 

Then 
I 

as 1vell as t:, may be considered as operators on iW 

because 'J~ and (l-e' coincide as sets. Clearly also on (:1\'' 1ve will 

have that (ut} is a strongly continuous one parameter group of 

unitaries, ru1d that t:, is a positive non-singular self-adjoint 

operator. Hov1ever on ~~ we will have ut = t:,·-it instead! 

I 

Nov/ let 0(1 0 '* denote the algebraic tensor product of ~ and 

;::Je' • If X E @(Jf) and 

($,x) = 
n 
L: <x s. , '11· ) • 

i=1 1. 1. 

n 1 
$ = L: r;. 011. E dR0~ we denote 

i=1 1. 1. 

Clearly < ¢ ,x) is bilinear and one can show that 

' defines a uniform cross norm on Of 0 dt [9] and we 1vill let 

~&~ I 
c1'\ "" a-- denote the completion of <W 0 <:!~ vTith respect to this 

norm. Then we have identified 03 ("$) as the dual spaae of 

" I ~0d't, see also [10]. 

Now we define a.t on @(a\') as before, and an operator, denoted 

{', 0 t:,•-1 ~ 
" I by on 0~ by 

J)(t:,0 {',-1) 
n 

I E J) (t:,-1)} = ( \~ = L: g. ·:9rt. si E ~(t:,),rti 
'11. 1. 1.= 

and (t:,0 {',-1H n . -1 
= L: t:,t;.0t:, '11· 

. 1 1. 1. 1.= 

vle then have the following lemma 

.2 • 1 _ __}:Jelllll§. The ru1alytic generator A of ( Ctt} i.-. 
'" contained in 

the adjoint of {', 0 {',-1 • 



Proof. Let x E JJ(A), and s E 'J)(t;), fJ E ()0(~:;-1 ). 

Then by the definition of A there is a complex fun0tion f 

defined, bounded and continuous on the strip S = ( z E C , 

Im z E' [ ·-1, 0]} , analytic inside and such that 

f(t) = ('1;(x)S,f])• f(-i) = (A(x)S,TJ) 

Now < o.t (x) s, f)) = < ut x ut s, f)) = (x ut s, ut TJ), So ( o.t (x), s 0 f)) 

= (x, ut f,;0ut TJ) • 

Because s E (J)(t;) and TJ E .1)(~:;·-1 ) and because fi is the 

analytic generator for ut on de and t; ··'l is the analytic 

generator for ut 

functions p and 

' on oe we have that there are vector valued 

q on the strip S , bounded and continuous 

on S , analytic inside S and such that 

p(t)=uts 

p(-i) = "'s 

q(t) = ut fJ 

q ( -i) = "'-1 f) 

By uniqueness of analytic extensions we must have that 

f(z) = (x,p(z) 0 q(z)) 

so that in particular 

(A(x)S,TJ) = f(-i) = (x,p(.-i)0q(-i)) = (x,fi s0~:;-1 TJ) 

= (x,(t;0fi·-1 )(S0'f))). 

Then the follov1ing J.s an easy application. 

3.2 Theorem \•lith ~ and ut as in section 2 we have 

CJ(fi0 ~:;·-1 ) = IV • 

Pro~Q£• Denote A1 the adjoint of fi ® ~:;·-1 as an operator on 

{B(~) Then CJ(fi0fi-1 )= cr(A1 ) [4], By the previous lemma 
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But; as A1 is an ext;ension of A 

for ~I so that; cr(A1 ) = C • 

lemma 2.5 is still valid 
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